










RAJIV GANDHI UNIVERSITY 
RONO HILLS: ITANAGAR 

No.ET/145/Appu/2005 Dated the 2d July "08 
ORDER 

Sub: Selection for appointment to the post of Lecturer in ENGLISH in Rajiv Gandhi 
University. 

With reference to her application for the post of Lecturer in ENGLISH and subsequent interview, the Vice-Chancellor, Rajiv Gandhi University is pleased to offer Ms.DOYIR ETE the 
post of Lecturer in ENGLISH in RGU in the scale of pay Rs. 8000-275-13,500/- PM plus other 
allowances as admissible under Rules from time to time. In case she is already in service and 
drawing basic pay more than the initial pay of the above mentioned pay scale her pay will be 
fixed as per existing Rules of the University. 

The other terms and conditions will broadly be as under 
1. The appointee will be on probation for a period of two years from the date she assumes 

duty in this University. 
2. The appointment will be subject to: 

a. Production of a Certificate of fitness from the competent medical authority and 
Original certificate regarding age proof and other qualification. 

b. Taking of an oath of allegiance to the constitution of India. 
C. Production of NOC, ILP and Release Order in case appointee is already in 

service. 
3. Formal appointment order will be issued on his joining the post. The appointee is also 

required to sign a written contract with the University. 
The appointee will not be admissible to any joining time pay or traveling allowances for 
joining the post. 

5. The other terms and conditions which are not specified herein, shall be governed by the 
relevant rules of this University issued from time to time. 

6. Initially University will not be able to provide residential accommodation and as such 
he/she will have to manage own accommodation. 

If Ms.DOYIR ETE accepts the offer she should report for duty on 1" August 2008 
and in any case not latter than 8 August 2008 failing which it will be presumed that she is not 
interested in the offer and the same will stand cancelled. 
To 

Mrs. Doyir Ete, 
C/O Shri. E. Ete, 
F-Sector, Qtr. No.13, 
Opp. Akashdeep, Ganga, 
Itanagar. 

Memo No.ET/145/Appt/2005 

Copy to 
REGISTRÅR 

Datod the 2d. july 08 

1. PS to Vice-Chancellor for information and necessary action please. 
2. Personal File 

Order Book. 
4. Office Copy. 

REGISTRAR 







ONIVEA 

atf vd (EGP13001) 

XXXX 
Tat aTTTarmi nt anotarydan yuf a iJugia 

w 

23 fT, 2019 uer mat1 

Wespur Universitp 
Confers upon 

Doyir Ete (EGP13001 

the degree of 
Doctor ot hilosophp 

in 
English 

for his/ber thesis 
Rewriüing Bene israel Jewish Experience in India: Negotiating ldentity and 

Difference in Esther David's Fiction 

with ail its privileges and obligations 
on habing sucresskully completed all the requirements in the academic 

session XXXX as specified in the statutes and Ordinances of the Clniversitp. 
Giben under the seal of the Universitp at Cespur, assam in the 

Republic of ndia on the 23rd dap of DECEMBER, 2019. 

otufaa 
Registrar 01/2018/075 Wicr-Chanerllar 
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